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Home learning

English

Year Two  English
Today your child will have:

- Phonics flashcards video

- Phonics task to complete.

- An English challenge to complete.

- Optional extra task
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Phonics

Teacher video

Phoneme flashcards 2
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Phonics
Today we will be focusing on 
alternative spelling patterns.

oraw

All of these graphemes, make the phoneme 'or'.

our

al au
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or aw au al
our

Something you would do to create a picture

or aw au al
our

You do this when you move from one 
place to another.
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or aw au al
our

or aw au al
our
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or aw au al
our

or aw au al
our

You put this on 
your chips.
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or aw au al
our

or aw au al
our
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or aw au al
our

You do this when communicating with someone. 

English
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Our Learning Objective:
Oracy - I can orally rehearse my phonics and sentence 
before writing whether through role play or other 
pedagogical approaches.

English

Hello! 

We are looking at the story 
'The Gingerbread Man'

Mrs Hoyle Mr Morgan
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         Gingerbread Man

Read the book if you have it or Watch the video of 
the Gingerbread Man

Have a chat to your grown up about the story and which 
parts you enjoyed.

link https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pckuSUlV4

English
Draw a picture of each scene to plan your own story of 

'The Gingerbread Man' 

CHALLENGE: Write some key words to go with each picture.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pckuS--UlV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pckuS--UlV4
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Optional Extra English
Can you design and make your own Gingerbread man?

Can write a sentence or a story about your new character?

If you have any questions please email 

info@cookridge.leeds.sch.uk



Attachments

Day 1  Optional Zog activity.docx

Day 6  RIC text.docx

Day 6  Possessive Apostrophes.pdf

Spot the Possessive Apostrophe.pdf
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SMART Notebook


Meerkat Mail

Sunny lives in the Kalahari Desert. It is VERY dry and VERY hot. Sometimes Sunny thinks it is……TOO hot. 

Sunny comes from a large family. They work together, play together, eat together, learn together and sleep together. 

In fact, they do everything together. They are VERY close. Sometimes Sunny thinks they are TOO close.

Sometimes, Sunny wishes that he could live somewhere else. So he packs his suitcase, and write a note to his family. 



Dear everyone,

I’m off to find somewhere PERFECT to live. (Don’t worry mum, I’ll be staying with our Mongoose relatives, so will be quite safe)

[bookmark: _GoBack]Love from Sunny.

SMART Notebook
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Spot the Possessive  
Apostrophe


SPaG |  Apostrophes for Possession


1. Read the short story below. Working with your partner, highlight all the possessive apostrophes 
you find. Be careful, some of the apostrophes are marking missing letters and not possession.


I can identify possessive apostrophes when I’m reading.


It was the day of the Great Celebration in Giant’s Village. All 
of the giants had gathered in the town square for the opening 
of the carnival. There was lots of excited chatter as the 
mayor approached the microphone. 


“Good afternoon giants of Giant’s Village. Welcome to the 
Great Celebration Carnival.” 


There was a huge cheer from the giants as the mayor spoke.


“It’s my pleasure,” the mayor continued, “to officially open the 
carnival. We have lots of entertainment on stage today and lots of 
delicious food for you to try. I will be heading to the food tent to try 
some of mum’s special pie… get it before it’s all gone!”


Suddenly, the sky turned black and the giants fell silent. From above, 
they heard a wicked laugh. The giants looked up. High above them, 
on her broom, was a wicked witch. The witch’s wand sent a blue bolt 
of light to the ground and hail stones the size of tennis balls began 


to fall all around. The giants began to run for cover. The witch’s 
laugh got louder as she watched them run. Another bolt of light, 
this time green, flew from the witch’s wand and the hail stones 
turned into frogs which began to chase the giants around the 
town square.


“Help!” shouted one of the giants, “I’m scared of frogs 
and I can’t get away!”


Suddenly another flash of light appeared in the sky, but this 
one was not from the witch’s wand. The giants looked over to the 
mayor’s stage. Stood on it was the good wizard. He lifted his wand 
and pointed at the witch’s broom. A bright red light flew from the 
wizard’s wand. It hit the witch’s broom and knocked her clean off 
it. The witch fell into the lake, never to be seen again. The giants 
cheered loudly and invited the wizard to join in with the celebration. 
He was given the largest piece of mum’s special pie!







Answers


SPaG |  Apostrophes for Possession | Answers


1. Read the short story below. Working with your partner, highlight all the possessive  
 apostrophes you find. Be careful, some of the apostrophes are marking missing letters  
 and not possession.


Spot the Possessive Apostrophe


It was the day of the Great Celebration in Giant’s Village. All of 
the giants had gathered in the town square for the opening of the 
carnival. There was lots of excited chatter as the mayor approached 
the microphone. 


“Good afternoon giants of Giant’s Village. Welcome to the Great  
Celebration Carnival.” 


There was a huge cheer from the giants as the mayor spoke.


“It’s my pleasure,” the mayor continued, “to officially open the carnival. 
We have lots of entertainment on stage today and lots of delicious 
food for you to try. I will be heading to the food tent to try some of 
mum’s special pie… get it before it’s all gone!”


Suddenly, the sky turned black and the giants fell silent. From above, 
they heard a wicked laugh. The giants looked up. High above them, 
on her broom, was a wicked witch. The witch’s wand sent a blue bolt 
of light to the ground and hail stones the size of tennis balls began 
to fall all around. The giants began to run for cover. The witch’s laugh 
got louder as she watched them run. Another bolt of light, this time 
green, flew from the witch’s wand and the hail stones turned into 
frogs which began to chase the giants around the town square.


“Help!” shouted one of the giants, “I’m scared of frogs and I can’t  
get away!”


Suddenly another flash of light appeared in the sky, but this one was 
not from the witch’s wand. The giants looked over to the mayor’s 
stage. Stood on it was the good wizard. He lifted his wand and pointed 
at the witch’s broom. A bright red light flew from the wizard’s wand. 
It hit the witch’s broom and knocked her clean off it. The witch fell 
into the lake, never to be seen again. The giants cheered loudly and 
invited the wizard to join in with the celebration. He was given the 
largest piece of mum’s special pie!
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